make a
fire breathing dragon
Adapted from: https://onelittleproject.com/paper-roll-dragon-craft/

You'll Need:
1 paper craft roll
1 piece construction paper
2 pom poms, approximately 1 inch
2 pom poms, approximately 3/8 inch
2 googly eyes, smaller than your largest pom poms
3 scraps of tissue paper, red, yellow, and orange
Scissors
Glue dots or glue gun (with adult supervision)
Glue stick

Cut a piece of construction paper to be the exact length of your paper roll. Spread glue
onto one side of the paper, then wrap the paper around the roll so it's completely covered.

Using a glue gun or glue dots, attach one of the googly eyes to the middle of one of the
larger pom poms, then repeat with the other eye and larger pom pom. These are your eyes.
Attach your dragon eyes to one end of the paper roll using glue dots or glue gun. Then
attach the two smaller pom poms to the other end for the nose.
Cut your tissue paper into long pointy strips, about 9-10 inches long. Put some glue onto
one end of each strip, and glue inside the roll under the dragon's nose. Repeat, working
your way around the tube, but don't glue any to the bottom of the roll.
Your dragon is done! Take a deep breath, put your mouth on
the open end of the paper roll, and watch the flames dance!

watch an orla member demonstrate how to make this here: https://youtu.be/ecVHxJNQP-4
watch miss amanda read a story about dragons here: https://youtu.be/XQ2ev4h2vkw
Share a picture of your dragon with us (with a grown-up's permission)!

@orlalibraries

make a
flying dragon
Adapted from: https://theresjustonemommy.com/flying-dragon-craft-for-kids/

You'll Need:
1 paper craft roll
1 piece construction paper
yarn
scissors

markers
googly eyes
glue

Cut a piece of construction paper to be the exact length of your paper roll. Spread glue
onto one side of the paper, then wrap the paper around the roll so it's completely covered.
Fold another piece of construction paper in half and draw a wing shape, with the folded
edge being where the wing would meet the dragon's body. Cut out the wing shape so when
you unfold it, you have two wings that are connected. Glue the wings to the tube.
Using another piece of construction paper, create a tail and head for the dragon. An acorn
shape with two small horns, a circle, or a triangle would work - be creative!
Glue the eyes to the head, and use markers to complete the face. Glue the tail and head to
the cardboard tube. Let dry completely before moving on to next step.
Cut 4-5 feet of yarn and hang it over a doorknob or a hook so an equal amount hangs on
both sides. Thread the loose ends through the top of your dragon so they stick out from the
bottom. Make the dragon fly by holding one end in each hand and pulling your hands apart.
Science tip! pulling the yarn apart and to the sides changes
the angle of the yarn to the tube. The yarn acts like a lever
to push the dragon up. When you change the angle so it's
back to the center, gravity helps the dragon slide back down.

watch an orla member demonstrate how to make this here: https://youtu.be/eeO5uERQ5bo
Share a picture of your dragon with us (with a grown-up's permission)!
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